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About us
ITSALOGY Consultancy Services is a software application development company that has a strong
foothold of seasoned skills, creative ideas, focused on the quality and the ability to deliver services
with utmost perfection. Headquartered in India and having global presence in Central and South
America. ITsalogy is ideally positioned to provide top-notch software services to clients all around the
globe.
Rely on our high-quality and our commitment to stay in tune with the present digital era.
For your business, we blend technology with the art to strive innovation to add value to your digital
needs. By using technological and creative skill, we ensure skyrocketing productivity and ROI in your
business. Our industry leading and a business-driven digital solution will give you an unprecedented
success.
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Our Objective
Our main objective is to provide the best services and accelerate the growth of your business in the
competitive market. With our innovative strategies, working experience of years and unparalleled technical
skills, we really upgrade your business. We are the masters in offering software application development
solutions.

ITsalogy is the best technology partner for all
your business needs. Be it full-service mobile
apps and software development or creating
intelligent software products using big data
technologies and artificial intelligence; Our
focus is Quality, Innovation, and Excellence.
We believe in doing the ordinary with
extraordinary simplicity and efficiency.

Our Services
Start weaving the digital thread to find a transformation for your digital business. With our customized
services, we help you to enjoy an improvement in your business. From creative web development to
business automation and data analytics to the Internet of Things, we are ready to do everything for you.
Your business operations and everyday tasks will turn out to be highly deliberate and functional. Our wide
range of services will ensure that all aspects are in safe hands while you take care of your business growth

CREATIVE DESIGN

WEB DEVELOPMENT

MOBILE DEVELOPMENT

CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE

INTERNET OF THINGS

AI/ML & DATA ANALYTICS

QUALITY ENGINEERING

CONSULTING

Our Commitment
Your product deserves our full attention, all the way
around its life cycle, from beginning to end and we’re
happy to provide. We have experts on hand to develop
your software from conception to launch, without any
delays or transparency issues. When you partner with
us to develop your product, you aren’t just throwing
something “over the wall” and hoping it gets done
you’re partnering with dedicated professionals who
share your enthusiasm and want to see your product
succeed as much as you.

INNOVATION | EXPERTISE | QUALITY | COMMITMENT | PROCESS | FOCUSED | PARTNERSHIP

We’ll design your architecture using a combination of
tried-and-true messages and cutting-edge technology to
make sure it stays up to date. Even if your user base
expands or your needs change, your product will maintain
its contemporary nature in other words, even in the
fast-paced world of software products, yours will never be
obsolete. Once your product is developed, we don’t just stop
working for you. We also provide support and maintenance
for your current product and any new projects you launch.
This ensures customer retention by continuously giving your
user base access to quick, easy-to-use, and bug-free
software.

Technologies
Our main objective is to provide the best services and accelerate the growth of your business in the
competitive market.

Want To Sell Online?
IT’s Complete and IT’s Quick

PRODUCT

We can help you!
Commerce
Is a complete end-to-end solution for the companies who want to take
their business online and mobile. The software suite is one of a kind
entity which has a ready-to-use product that can be customized to suit
the requirement of any business.

LANDING | SEARCH | BUYER | CART | CHECKOUT | INVOICE | INVENTORY | CATALOG |
SELLER | ADMIN | ORDER MANAGEMENT | INTEGRATIONS – PAYMENT & SHIPPING | SEO
| DEMAND SENSE (AI) | VOICE SEARCH | 360 ANALYTICS | REPORTS

Digital Transformation
DIGITAL STRATEGY: We can help you unlock organizational value through a Digital Strategy and roadmap and put you on the
path to profoundly transform your business. As one of the world’s largest independent end-to-end services firms, our expertise
across legacy and digital technology environments uniquely enables us to help you at every point in your digital transformation
journey
DIGITAL AGENCY: A digital agency seamlessly exchanges information, gains informative data driven insights, and connects with
customers through more channels. More and more agencies are embracing digital technology to automate their business
operations and provide better customer service. Using this you can have a competitive advantage as you are going to leverage
technology that enables you to realize more business success.
DEEP TECHNOLOGY: Digital transformation programs center around adopting digital business models, improving customer
experiences, and leveraging data and analytics to improve the competitiveness of the organization. We are align our customers
with the modern technology trends to deliver them best and most updated product.
EXTREME QUALITY: Quality Engineering is critical to the success of any engineering effort, leave alone the technology industry. At
the end of the day, every organization is undergoing a quality transformation in its own ways, as part of the larger digital
transformation – in some cases it is more role and process focused, in some cases it is more tool, technology focused amongst
others. We do follow Extreme Quality even it's just a Manual Testing or through the DevOps process.
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